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An improved bound for the dimension of
.˛; 2˛/-Furstenberg sets

Kornélia Héra, Pablo Shmerkin and Alexia Yavicoli

Abstract. We show that given ˛ 2 .0; 1/ there is a constant c D c.˛/ > 0 such that
any planar .˛; 2˛/-Furstenberg set has Hausdorff dimension at least 2˛ C c. This
improves several previous bounds, in particular extending a result of Katz–Tao and
Bourgain. We follow the Katz–Tao approach with suitable changes, along the way
clarifying, simplifying and/or quantifying many of the steps.

1. Introduction

Given ˛ 2 .0; 1�, we say that a set E � R2 is an ˛-Furstenberg set if for every direction
! 2 S1 there is a line L! in direction ! such that dimH.E \ L!/ � ˛. In [18], T. Wolff
introduced the problem of estimating

.˛/ WD inf ¹dimH.E/ W E is an ˛-Furstenberg setº;

where dimH stands for Hausdorff dimension. This is a variant of the well-known Kakeya
problem, in which one seeks full line segments instead of sets of dimension ˛ in every
direction. The problem of computing .˛/ is still wide open. Wolff [18] showed that

(1.1) max
°
2˛; ˛ C

1

2

±
� .˛/ �

3˛

2
C
1

2
�

He also conjectured that the real value is given by the upper bound, that is, .˛/ D
3˛=2C 1=2.

When ˛ D 1=2, both lower bounds are equal to 1, which makes the value somewhat
special. In [9], N. Katz and T. Tao asked whether .1=2/ � 1 C " for some absolute
" > 0. While they did not answer this question, they connected it to two other well-known
problems: the Erdős–Volkmann ring problem and the Falconer distance set problem. To
be more precise, Katz and Tao introduced discretized versions of these three problems,
proved that the discretized versions are equivalent to each other, and that the discretized
version of the 1=2-Furstenberg problem implies that .1=2/ � 1C ".
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Not too long after, J. Bourgain [1] proved the ı-discretized version of the Erdős–
Volkmann ring problem (which is now known as the discretized sum-product theorem).
Together with the results from [9], this yields the unconditional bound .1=2/ � 1C ".
The value of ", although effective in principle, is very small. This has been the only
improvement over the bounds in (1.1), although we should mention that T. Orponen [14]
obtained an "-improvement on the packing dimension of Furstenberg sets in the range ˛ 2
.1=2; 1/. (Very recently, the second author [16] extended this to the range ˛ 2 .0; 1=2/.)

U. Molter and E. Rela [12] generalized the notion of Furstenberg sets as follows:
given ˛ 2 .0; 1� and ˇ 2 .0; 1�, we say that a set E � R2 is in the class F˛;ˇ if there
exists a set � � S1 of directions with dimH.�/ � ˇ, such that for all ! there is a line
L! in direction ! with dimH.E \ L!/ � ˛. In other words, they consider a fractal
set of directions, rather than every direction as in the original problem. By adapting
Wolff’s method, Molter and Rela generalized Wolff’s lower bounds to the class F˛;ˇ .
Write .˛; ˇ/ D inf

®
dimH.E/ W E 2 F˛;ˇ

¯
. Molter and Rela proved that

(1.2) .˛; ˇ/ � max
°
2˛ C ˇ � 1; ˛ C

ˇ

2

±
:

More recently, N. Lutz and D. Stull [10], using Kolmogorov complexity methods, made
an improvement over this bound in the range ˇ < 2˛:

(1.3) .˛; ˇ/ � ˛ Cmin¹ˇ; ˛º

In the appendix we give a more classical proof of a more general version of this state-
ment, and extend it to higher dimensions, based on an idea we learned from L. Guth. In
dimension n � 3, the bound (1.3) improves upon those of [8] when ˇ � 2˛.

We note that the bound from Lutz and Stull is sharp for ˇ � ˛, as illustrated by a
“Cantor target” construction: let A � Œ0; 1� such that dimH.A/ D dimB.A/ D ˛, and take
�� S1 with dimH.�/D ˇ. We defineA! as a rotation ofA by angle ! around the origin,
and setE WD

S
!2�A! . Then, by using polar coordinates and Corollary 7.4 in [3], we see

that dimH.E/ D dimH.A ��/ D ˛ C ˇ.
These were the best known bounds prior to this article (see, however, [7, 8, 13, 17]

for progress on the corresponding problem in higher dimensions). Note that, because of
the min¹ˇ; ˛º term, the bound (1.3) does not distinguish sets in F˛;˛ from the (intuit-
ively much larger) sets in F˛;2˛ . Moreover, both (1.2) and (1.3) yield the same bound
.˛; 2˛/ � 2˛. This suggests that it may be of interest to improve upon this bound.

The main result of this paper is an "-improvement, that is, we show that .˛; 2˛/ �
2˛ C c, where c > 0 depends only on ˛. In fact, we prove a more general statement. We
are able to consider values of ˇ a bit smaller than 2˛, and consider a larger class of sets
where, rather than working with lines in different directions in some fractal set, we just
work with a family of lines of some dimension (some of these lines may be parallel to
each other).

Theorem 1.1. Given ˛ 2 .0; 1/ there is c D c.˛/ > 0 .depending continuously on ˛/ such
that the following holds. Let E � R2 be a set with the following property : there is a set�
of lines with dimH.�/ � 2˛, such that

dimH.E \ !/ � ˛ for all ! 2 �:
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Then
dimH.E/ � 2˛ C c:

In particular, .˛; 2˛/ � 2˛ C c.

No measurability is required. Note that the set A.2; 1/ of lines in R2 is a two-dimen-
sional manifold, and hence it makes sense to speak of the Hausdorff dimension of a set of
lines. Notice also that the theorem implies, as a particular case, that there is c > 0 such
that classical .1=2 � c/-Furstenberg sets have dimension � 1C c. While this statement
can be tracked down from the proofs of [9], to our knowledge it had not been explicitly
pointed out before.

To motivate our result further, we note that Wolff presented the Furstenberg set prob-
lem in [18] as a “fractal” (or discretized) analog of the celebrated Szemerédi–Trotter
theorem in combinatorics which provides a sharp bound on the number of incidences
between lines and points in the plane. If one seeks “fractal” Szemerédi–Trotter-type res-
ults, requiring a line in every direction seems like a somewhat contrived assumption. One
can see Theorem 1.1 as a non-trivial incidence bound that holds in a more general setting.

To prove Theorem 1.1, we follow many of the ideas of Katz and Tao in [9], but we
simplify, clarify, adapt and quantify many of the steps. As explained above, Katz and Tao
reduce the proof of the bound .1=2/ � 1C " to a discretized statement, and then reduce
the proof of the discretized statement to (what is now called) the discretized sum-product
theorem. We also reduce the proof of Theorem 1.1 to a (different) discretized analog, but
we do it in a different way which we believe is more straightforward. To prove the discret-
ized statement, we follow the main ideas of Katz and Tao’s approach, although the details
differ at most places. In the end, we rely on Bourgain’s discretized projection theorem [2]
rather than sum-product estimates, which allows us to make the proof shorter. This is not
surprising since the projection theorem is a refinement of the sum-product theorem (in
fact, many of the steps in going from sum-product to projection are implicit in [1, 9]).
While focusing on the simplicity of the arguments rather than optimization, we track the
quantitative dependence of c on the parameters from Bourgain’s projection theorem, see
Remark 4.22. Recently, L. Guth, N. Katz and J. Zahl have obtained a quantitative discret-
ized sum-product estimate [5]. It is plausible that carrying our arguments further along the
lines of Katz–Tao [9] and applying the estimates from [5], one could also get an explicit
bound for our c.˛/.

2. Definitions and main tools

2.1. Notation

We denote by j � j both Lebesgue measure (for “large” subsets of Rn, usually unions of
balls) and cardinality (for finite sets). The meaning should always be clear from context.

We denote the open ball in Rn with centre x and radius r by Bn.x; r/. We also use
the notation Bnr to denote an arbitrary ball of radius r .

The open r-neighborhood of the set A will be denoted by A.r/ D ¹x W dist.x;A/ < rº.
In what follows we will work with a small parameter ı. We use the notation A / B

for A � C.log.ı�1//CB where C is a constant that depends only on the ambient space,
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and may change from line to line. Likewise, we write A ' B for B / A, and A � B for
A / B / A.

2.2. Discretized sets

We will often work with ı-discretized sets:

Definition 2.1. We say that A � Rn is a ı-discretized set if it is a union of ı-balls.

The following lemma collects some basic facts about discretized sets; they will be
used without further reference in the rest of the paper.

Lemma 2.2. There is Cn > 0 such that the following hold. Let A � Rn be ı-discretized.

(1) There are ı-discretized sets A� and A� such that A� is a union of disjoint ı-balls,
A� is the union of ı-balls with overlapping bounded by Cn, jA�j � CnjA�j, and
A� � A � A

�.

(2) jA.ı/j � CnjAj.

Among ı-discretized sets, we will often deal with a special family of sets that, in a
sense, “look like a set of dimension ˛ at scale ı”.

Definition 2.3. We say that A � Rn is a .ı; ˛; "/-set if the following conditions hold:
• A is a ı-discretized subset of Bn.0; 2/.
• For all x and all r 2 Œı; 2� it holds that

jA \ Bn.x; r/j / ın�".r=ı/˛ (non-concentration hypothesis).

In the case " D 0, we simply say that A is a .ı; ˛/-set. When we want to emphasize the
ambient dimension, we will write .ı; ˛; "/n-set.

Note that applying the non-concentration hypothesis with r D 2, we get that a .ı; ˛/n-
set has measure / ın�˛ .

The following lemma extracts a .ı; s; �/-set from a given ı-discretized set. It is essen-
tially Refinement 2.2 in [9], but we give the details of the proof for completeness.

Lemma 2.4. Let E � Bn.0; 2/ be a ı-discretized set with jEj / ın�s . Then for every
� > 0, there exist sets E� and E�� such that :

(1) E � E� [E�� � E.ı/,
(2) E� \ Bn.0; 2/ is a .ı; s; �/n-set,

(3) E�� D [ı 0E��ı 0 , where ı0 ranges over dyadic numbers in Œ2ı; 2�, and E��
ı 0

can be
covered by / ı�.ı0/�s balls of radius ı0.

Proof. For every dyadic number ı0, we define

E��ı 0 WD
®
x 2 E.ı/ W jE.ı/ \ Bn.x; ı0/j � ın��. ı

0

ı
/s
¯
;

E�� WD
[

2ı�ı 0�2

E��ı 0 ;
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and
E� WD .E nE��/.ı/ D

[
x2EnE��

Bn.x; ı/ � E.ı/:

(1) This is clear from the definitions.
(2) The set E� is ı-discretized by definition. It is enough to check the non-concentra-

tion assumption for x 2 E� and dyadic r 2 Œı; 2�.
If y 2 E n E��, then y … E��r for every 2ı � r � 2, so jE.ı/ \ Bn.y; r/j / ın. r

ı
/s .

Since E� � E.ı/, we have jE� \ Bn.y; r/j / ın. r
ı
/s . In general, if y 2 E�, there exists

y0 2 E nE�� with jy � y0j < ı and y0 2 E nE��. Then, for every dyadic r 2 Œı; 1�,

jE� \ Bn.y; r/j � jE� \ Bn.y0; 2r/j / ın
�r
ı

�s
:

If r D 2 we cover Bn.y; r/ by Cn balls of radius 1 and go back to the previous case.
(3) By the 5r-covering theorem, there is a disjoint collection of balls ¹Bn.xi ; ı0=5/ºMiD1

centered in E 00
ı 0

, such that E 00
ı
�
SM
iD1 B

n.xi ; ı
0/. In particular, each x 2 E 00

ı 0
belongs

to at most cn of the balls Bn.xi ; ı0/. Then, using the hypothesis jEj / ın�s , and that
jEj � jE.ı/j � jE��

ı 0
j, we get

ın�s ' cnjEj ' cnjE
��
ı 0 j '

Z MX
iD1

1Bn.xj ;ı 0/\E��ı0 �Mın��
�ı0
ı

�s
:

Hence M / ı�.ı0/�s , as claimed.

We recall the definition of (spherical) Hausdorff content of a subset A of Rd :

H˛
1.A/ WD inf

°X
i

r˛i W there is a cover of A with balls of radii ri > 0
±
:

Hausdorff content is countably subadditive but (unlike Hausdorff measure) is not additive
on Borel sets.

2.3. Metric and measure on the space of lines

Let A.n; 1/ be the manifold of affine lines in Rn, and letG.n; 1/� A.n; 1/ be the project-
ive space of lines through the origin. Since we will be working with subsets of A.n; 1/,
we extend the definitions from §2.2 to this setting. For this, we need to fix a metric and a
measure on A.n; 1/. We follow Section 3.16 from [11]. Given two lines `1; `2 2 A.n; 1/
we can write `i D hei i C vi where ei 2 Sn�1 form an angle � �=2, and vi 2 e?i . We then
define

d.`1; `2/ D je1 � e2j C jv1 � v2j:

Note that, up to a multiplicative constant, je1 � e2j equals the angle between the lines
through the origin parallel to `1 and `2.

For lines that intersect the ball Bn.0; 2/ (the context we will usually be working on),
up to a constant factor in the radius, the ball B.`; r/ � A.n; 1/ is comparable to the set
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of lines `0 such that `0 \ Bn.0; 3/ � `.r/. More precisely, there is a constant Cn > 0 such
that, for r 2 .0; 2�,

B.`; r=Cn/ �
®
`0 2 A.n; 1/ W `0 \ Bn.0; 3/ � `.r/

¯
� B.`; Cnr/:

We will need to use an explicit formula for the distance in the following parametrization
of lines in the plane that avoid the origin. Let `v D ¹x 2 R2 W x � v D 1º for v 2 R2 n ¹0º.

Lemma 2.5. Let v; v0 2 R2 n ¹0º be vectors forming an angle at most �=2. Then

d.`v; `v0/ D
ˇ̌̌ v
jvj
�
v0

jv0j

ˇ̌̌
C

ˇ̌̌ v
jvj2
�

v0

jv0j2

ˇ̌̌
:

In particular,
min¹1; jvjº
jvjjv0j

�
d.`v; `v0/

jv � v0j
�

� 4

jvj2
C

1

jvjjv0j

�
:

Proof. The first claim is a direct calculation using that v 2 `?v . A little algebra yields the
right-hand side inequality in the second claim. For the left-hand side inequality, write
e.v/ D v=jvj and note that, applying the triangle inequality with intermediate vector
jv0je.v/,

(2.1) jv � v0j � jv0jje.v/ � e.v0/j C
ˇ̌
jvj � jv0j

ˇ̌
:

Also by the triangle inequality,ˇ̌̌ v
jvj2
�

v0

jv0j2

ˇ̌̌
�

ˇ̌̌ 1
jvj
�

1

jv0j

ˇ̌̌
D

ˇ̌
jvj � jv0j

ˇ̌
jvjjv0j

�

Thus, using equation (2.1) for the right-hand inequality,

d.`v; `v0/ �
1

jvjjv0j

�
jvjjv0jje.v/ � e.v0/j C

ˇ̌
jvj � jv0j

ˇ̌�
�

min¹1; jvjº
jvjjv0j

jv � v0j;

as claimed.

We now define a measure on A.n; 1/. Firstly, there is a measure �n on G.n; 1/ defined
by identifying lines with the points they intersect in the upper half-sphere. This causes
trouble for lines lying in the horizontal hyperplane, but they form a set of measure zero;
otherwise, we can follow Section 3.9 from [11] and define �n as the only probability meas-
ure on G.n; 1/ invariant under the action of the orthogonal group; the resulting measures
are the same up to a multiplicative constant. Now we define a measure on A.n; 1/ via

y�n.L/ D

Z
Hn�1

¹v 2 `? W `C v 2 Lº d�n.`/:

It is easy to see that there is a constant Cn > 0 such that

C�1n r2n�2 � y�n.B.`; r// � Cn r
2n�2 .` 2 A.n; 1//;

which agrees with the fact that A.n; 1/ is a .2n� 2/-dimensional manifold. We will abuse
notation and denote the measure y�n on A.n; 1/ also by j � j.
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We extend the notion of ı-discretized and .ı;˛; "/-set to subsets ofA.n;1/. We always
assume that the underlying metric and measure are d and y�n defined above (with the latter
denoted j � j). As is natural, in the definition of .ı; ˛; "/-set, we use the dimension 2n � 2
in place of n.

2.4. Main tools

In this section we introduce the tools we will use in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Frost-
man’s lemma states that given a Borel set A � Rn with H˛

1.A/ > 0, there exists a Borel
probability measure � with topological support contained in A, such that

�.B.x; r// � C r˛ for all x 2 Rn; r > 0:

Here C is a constant depending only on d and H˛
1.A/. We will need the following dis-

cretized version of Frostman’s lemma, due to K. Fässler and T. Orponen (Proposition A.1
and Definition 2.12 in [4]); they state it only in R3 but the proof works without changes
in any dimension.

Lemma 2.6. Let ı > 0, and let A � Bn.0; 2/ be a set such that H˛
1.A/ > 0. Then there

exists a ı-discretized set A� � A.ı/ such that

jA� \ Bn.x; r/j � ın.r=ı/˛ for all r 2 Œı; 2�;

and
jA�j � cnH˛

1.A/ı
n�˛;

where cn > 0 depends only on the ambient dimension.
In particular, if H˛

1.A/ ' 1, then A� is a .ı; ˛/-set with jA�j ' ın�˛ .

Remark 2.7. Lemma 2.6 also holds in A.n; 1/ (with a different constant). Indeed, we can
introduce coordinates that make .A.n; 1/; d/ locally bi-Lipschitz to R2n�2. For example,
we can identify A.n; 1/ with Sn�1 �Rn�1 via .e; v/ 7! ¹te C Qveº, where Qve is the vector
on e? that is obtained by rotating .v1; : : : ; vn�1; 0/ 2 Rn onto e? (in a manner smooth
in e). Hence, the ball B.0; 2/� A.n; 1/ can be covered byM patches (in fact, we can take
M D 2) on which there is a bi-Lipschitz embedding into R2n�2. Given a set B 2 A.n; 1/,
by subadditivity of the Hausdorff content we can find one of the patches P such that
H˛.B \ P / � H˛.B/=M , and then apply the Euclidean version to B \ P going back
and forth with the bi-Lipschitz embedding.

As explained in the introduction, the main tool in our proof is Bourgain’s discret-
ized projection theorem from [2]. The statement below is a slightly simplification of the
original, due to W. He (Theorem 1 in [6]). We only state the case n D 2, m D 1, and
identify the Grassmanian G.2; 1/ of lines in R2 with a subset of the circle. Let Nı.X/ be
the ı-covering number of X , that is, the smallest number of balls of radius ı needed to
cover X .

Theorem 2.8. Given 0 < ˇ < 2 and � > 0, there is � > 0 .depending continuously on ˇ
and �/ such that the following holds if ı is sufficiently small .depending on all previous
parameters/.
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Let F � B2.0; 1/ and let � be a probability measure on S1, such that the following
conditions hold :

(1) Nı.F / � ı
��ˇ .

(2) Nı.F \ B.x; r// � ı
��r�Nı.F / for all r 2 Œı; 1�, x 2 B2.0; 1/.

(3) �.B.e; r// � ı��r� for all r 2 Œı; 1�, e 2 S1.

Then there is a setD � S1 with �.D/� 1� ı� such that for all e 2D, if F 0 � F satisfies

Nı.F
0/ � ı�Nı.F /;

then
Nı.PeF

0/ � ı�ˇ=2��;

where Pe.x/ D e � x is orthogonal projection in direction e.

Roughly speaking, this theorem says that if F is the union of� ı�ˇ balls of radius ı,
and satisfies a mild non-concentration assumption (where the exponent can be smaller
than ˇ) then the box-counting number of PeF 0 at scale ı is at least ı�ˇ=2�� for all sub-
sets F 0 of F satisfying jF 0j � ı�jF j, for all e outside of a very sparse set of possible
exceptions. It is crucial for us that the estimate works for all large subsets F 0 simultan-
eously. The ı�� factor in the second and third assumptions says that no decay is required
for large scales (those larger than ı�), this will be key for us as well.

We note that the fact that � can be taken continuous is not explicitly stated in the
literature, but it follows directly from the robustness of the hypotheses and the conclusion
of the theorem.

Remark 2.9. In our application of Theorem 2.8, the set F will not be contained in the
unit ball, but it will be contained in a ball of radius ı��=4 with � small. By a simple scaling
argument, applying the theorem to ı�=4F in place of F , we get that the result still holds,
except that � has to be replaced by �=4, in order to make sure that the first hypothesis
holds for the rescaled set ı�=4F .

3. Discretization and initial reductions

3.1. Definitions

From now, we will use the following definition of .˛; ˇ/-Furstenberg set.

Definition 3.1 (.˛;ˇ/-Furstenberg set). Given ˛ 2 .0;1� and ˇ 2 .0;2n� 2�, by an .˛;ˇ/-
Furstenberg set we mean a subsetE of Rn for which there exists a set of linesL�A.n;1/
of positive ˇ-Hausdorff content such that H˛.E \ !/ > 0 for all ! 2 L.

Note that if a set is in the class F˛;ˇ , then it is also an .˛0; ˇ0/-Furstenberg set for
all ˛0 < ˛, ˇ0 < ˇ. Also, by the continuity of c in ˛, in order to prove Theorem 1.1 it is
enough to show that the Hausdorff dimension of an .˛; 2˛/-Furstenberg set is � 2˛ C c.

The next key definition introduces the discretized notion of Furstenberg set we will
work with for the rest of the paper.
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Definition 3.2. We say that A � Bn.0; 2/ is a discretized .ı; ˛; ˇ/-Furstenberg set if
A D [!2�R! , where
• the set � is ı-separated with j�j ' ı�ˇ , and �.ı/ is a .ı; ˇ/-set in A.n; 1/,
• for each ! 2 �, the set R! is a .ı; ˛/n-set with jR! j ' ın�˛ contained in !.2ı/.

In all the above definitions, we consider ˛ and ˇ as constants, and therefore allow the
implicit constants C to depend on them.

The next lemma contains our basic discretization estimate.

Lemma 3.3. Suppose that every discretized .ı;˛;ˇ/-Furstenberg set has measure ' ın�s .
Then every .˛; ˇ/-Furstenberg set has Hausdorff dimension at least s.

Proof. Assume that every discretized .ı; ˛; ˇ/-Furstenberg set has measure ' ın�s , and
letE be an .˛;ˇ/-Furstenberg set with line setL. There exists c>0 such that H

ˇ
1.�1/�c,

where
�1 D �1.c/ D ¹! 2 L W H

˛
1.E \ !/ > cº:

This is by countable subadditivity of Hausdorff content, and the observation

L D
[
n

¹! 2 L W H˛
1.E \ !/ > 1=nº:

We take k0.c/ 2 N such that
P
k�k0.c/

1
k2
< c. Let C D ¹Bn.xi ; ri /iº be a cover of E by

balls of radius smaller than 2�k0.c/.
Let Ek be the union of the Bn.xi ; ri / such that 2�.kC1/ < ri � 2

�k . By countable
subadditivity of Hausdorff content and the choice of k0.c/, for each ! 2 �1 there exists
k.!/ � k0.c/ such that H˛

1.Ek.!/ \ !/ > k.!/
�2.

Again by countable subadditivity of content, there is a fixed value k1 � k0.c/ such
that H

ˇ
1.�2/ > k

�2
1 , where �2 D ¹! 2 �1 W k.!/ D k1º.

Fix ı D 2�k1 , and apply Remark 2.7 to A D �2 and ˇ in place of ˛; let �3 be the
resulting .ı; ˇ/-set. Hence �3 � �

.ı/
2 and j�3j ' H

ˇ
1.�2/ı

2n�2�ˇ .
Let� be a maximal ı-separated subset of�3. Note that for each!2�, there is!02�2

such that d.!; !0/ < ı. Let R! be the .ı; ˛/-set obtained from applying Lemma 2.6 to
A D Ek1 \ !

0, and ı D 2�k1 ; note that H˛
1.A/ > k�21 because k.!0/ D k1 for every

!0 2 �2. Then R! � !.2ı/, and therefore E� WD [!2�R! is a discretized .ı; ˛; ˇ/-
Furstenberg set.

By assumption, jE�j ' ın�s . On the other hand, by construction E� � E.2ı/
k1

. Since

Ek1 is ı-discretized by definition, jE.2ı/
k1
j � jEk1 j, and therefore jEk1 j ' ın�s .

Suppose Ek1 is the union of N balls Bn.xi ; ri / of radius comparable to 2�k1 in the
original cover of E. Then N ' ı�s . Now fix " > 0. ThenX

i

¹rs�"i º �

X
¹rs�"i W 2�.k1C1/ < ri � 2

�k1º � 2�k1.s�"/N ' ı�":

But ı D 2�k1 can be made arbitrarily small and hence, by definition of ', the Hausdorff
sum is at least 1. As the covering was arbitrary, we get that dimH.E/ � s � ", which gives
the claim since " > 0 was arbitrary as well.
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In order to show that the measure of an .ı; ˛; ˇ/-Furstenberg set is large, one needs
to control the sizes of the intersections between various of the sets R! . The next lemma
shows that, on the other hand, the products R! �R! are nearly disjoint.

Lemma 3.4. Let E be a discretized .ı; ˛; ˇ/n-Furstenberg set, with associated sets �
and .R!/!2�. Then ˇ̌̌ [

!2�

.R! �R!/
ˇ̌̌
�

X
!2�

jR! �R! j:

In particular,
jE �Ej '

X
!2�

jR! �R! j � ı
2n�2˛�ˇ ;

and therefore jEj ' ın�˛�ˇ=2.

Proof. Since E �E � [!2�.R! �R!/, we only have to show the first claim. Moreover,
it is enough to show the ' direction, since the opposite one is obvious.

Since the R! are .ı; ˛/-sets satisfying jR! j ' ın�˛ , by definition there exists a con-
stant C such that

jR! \ B
n.x; �/j � C log.1=ı/C ın�˛�˛ and jR! j � C

�1 log.1=ı/�C ın�˛:

It follows that if C 0˛ is large enough in terms of C and � D .C 0˛/
�1 log.1=ı/�C

0
˛ , then

jR! \ B
n.x; �/j � jR! j=2:

From this and Fubini it follows that

j.R! �R!/ n�j � jR! j
2=2;

where
� D ¹.x; y/ 2 R! �R! W jx � yj � �º:

Since we treat ˛ as a constant, we have � ' 1. Let z� be a maximal .C 00ı=�/-separated
subset of �, where C 00 will be chosen momentarily. Since � is ı-separated, we have
j z�j ' j�j. By elementary geometry, if C 00 is chosen sufficiently large depending only on
the ambient dimension, and if ! ¤ !0 2 z�, then

diam.R! \R!0/ � �=
p
n:

It follows that if ! ¤ !0 2 z�, then

.R! �R!/ \ .R!0 �R!0/ � �;

and therefore, recalling that j z�j ' j�j ' ı�ˇ ,ˇ̌̌ [
!2�

.R! �R!/
ˇ̌̌
�

ˇ̌̌ [
!2z�

.R! �R!/ n�
ˇ̌̌
�

X
!2z�

jR! �R! j=2

' ı�ˇ ı2n�2˛ �
X
!2�

jR! �R! j:
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Incidentally, this estimate together with Lemma 3.3 recovers the lower bound ˛C ˇ=2
for the dimension of .˛; ˇ/-Furstenberg sets.

From now on we only deal with the case n D 2. Let  D .˛/ be the supremum of all
real numbers such that, if ı is sufficiently small (depending on  ), then every discretized
.ı;˛;2˛/2-Furstenberg set has measure ' ı2�2˛� . It follows from Lemma 3.4 that  � 0,
and our goal is to show that  > 0. Our strategy will be to show that if  is very small, this
forces a very rigid structure on the discretized Furstenberg set that will ultimately lead to
a contradiction with Bourgain’s projection theorem.

4. The proof of Theorem 1.1

4.1. Strategy

We summarize the strategy of the proof. In light of Lemma 3.4, if jEj � ı2�2˛� for a
very small  , this morally means that E � E is not too different from [!2�R! � R! .
Using this, we can find a point y with the property that for “most” points x in E there
exists R! containing both x and y. Let �y be the set of ! such that R! contains y. Then
[!2�yR! (which we recall fills up a big part of E) forms a “fan” and thus we can count
that there must be roughly ı�˛ elements in �y . Now fix !0 2 �y . Then !0 passes very
close to y; simplifying a little bit, let us assume it passes through y. For every ! 2 �,
let …!0.!/ be the intersection point ! \ !0 (this does not exist if ! and !0 are parallel,
but we ignore this; it does exist most of the time). Because the � ı�˛ sets R!0 cover
much of E, a simple counting argument shows that “very often” the point …!0.!/ lies
in R!0 \ R! � E (in these arguments it is important that ˇ D 2˛). Thus we can see the
map ! 7! …!0.!/ as a sort of projection from �, parametrized by !0 2 �y , that returns
something close to E \ !0. We can then hope to use some projection theorem that tells
us that for “most” !0, the projection …!0.�/ is “large”. If this is the case, then (since E
is ı-discretized) jE \ !.ı/0 j is large for most !0, and then Fubini allows us to conclude
that jEj is large, which is our goal.

Unfortunately, when translated into coordinates, the maps…!0 are nonlinear. The idea
is then to apply a projective transformation sending y to the point at infinity, so that lines
through y become vertical lines. After this transformation, the maps …!0 become linear
projections (in an appropriate coordinate system forA.2;1/), and we can then apply Bour-
gain’s projection theorem. The projective transformation introduces some distortion, but
this can be controlled by dealing only with R! such that ! stays “far” from y. We can
then conclude that E must be large enough for the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 to hold.

Remark 4.1. Very recently, the second author [15] developed a non-linear version of
Bourgain’s projection theorem, see in particular Theorem 1.7 in [15]. Using this theorem,
it should be possible to avoid the projective transformation and deal directly with the ori-
ginal family of nonlinear projections ¹…!0º. While this would make the proof somewhat
shorter, we opted for a more self-contained proof based on Bourgain’s original formula-
tion.
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4.2. Setup

We set the scene for the proof of Theorem 1.1. Fix ˛ 2 .0; 1=2� and let  be small in terms
of ˛. Fix " small and suppose ı is small in terms of all previous parameters. Let E be a
discretized .ı; ˛; 2˛/2-Furstenberg set, with associated sets � and .R!/!2�. According
to Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, our task is to show that if

(4.1) jE �Ej D ı�2
ˇ̌̌ [
!2�

.R! �R!/
ˇ̌̌
;

then  cannot be too small, i.e.,  � 0.˛/.
In the course of the proof, we will work with a parameter ", which is an arbitrarily

small number (chosen before, and independent of ı) whose role is to ensure that ı"X � 1
whenever X / 1. Thus, any expression of the form O."/ can be considered as negligible.
We will also encounter various parameters �i . These numbers depend continuously on ˛;
and ", and will always have the property that (for fixed ˛) they tend to 0 as ; "! 0, so
they can be made arbitrarily small. In fact, �i can be taken such that there is a constant
C > 0 with �i � C. C "/=˛ for all 1 � i � 5.

4.3. Initial processing of the set E

We perform an initial reduction. By splitting Œ0;�/ into arcs of length �=4 and considering
the arc with the largest number of ! 2 � with direction in that arc, we may assume that
all the directions lie in that �=4-length arc to begin with. Since rotating the picture does
not change anything, we henceforth assume that all the ! 2 � make an angle � �=4 with
the y-axis.

To begin, we observe that jR! j � ı2�˛ , since it is a .ı; ˛/2-set with jR! j ' ı2�˛ .
Moreover, j�j � ı�2˛ , since�.ı/ is a .ı; 2˛/-set, j�.ı/j � j�jı2, and j�j ' ı�2˛ . Com-
bined with Lemma 3.4, it follows that if (4.1) holds, then

(4.2) jEj � ı2�2˛� :

We define a relation among elements of E by

x � y , 9! 2 � such that x; y 2 R! :

We also define the set of points of E that are related with a lot of points of E:

(4.3) E1 WD
®
x0 2 E W ı

2�2˛CC"
� j¹x1 2 E W x0 � x1ºj

¯
:

Lemma 4.2. jE1j � 1
2
ı2 jEj � ı2�2˛C .

Proof. By (4.1),

jE �Ej D ı�2 j¹.x0; x1/ 2 E �E W x0 � x1ºj:

Then, assuming ı is small enough that jEj � ı2�2˛�C"=2,

ı2 jEj2 D j¹.x0; x1/ 2 E �E W x0 � x1ºj � jE1jjEj C ı
2�2˛CC"

jEj

� jE1jjEj C ı
2C"=2

jEj2

This gives the claim if ı is small enough that ı"=2 � 1=2.
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For each x 2 E we define the set

(4.4) �x WD ¹! 2 � W x 2 R!º;

which is ı-separated, since � is.

Lemma 4.3. j�xj / ı�˛� for all x 2 E.

Proof. The proof is a standard “bush” argument. We know that jR! j � ı2�˛ and jR! \
B2r j / ı2�˛r˛ for all r 2 Œı; 2�. If we take r D log.1=ı/�C for a sufficiently large con-
stant C , we have 1 / r � 1, and jR! \ B2r j � jR! j=2, so ı2�˛ � jR! j=2 � jR! n B2r j.

By elementary geometry, there is an absolute constant C such that

†.!; !0/ � Cı=r H) diam.R! \R!0/ � r:

Pick a maximal .10Cı=r)-separated subset �0x of �x . Then j�0xj ' j�xj (since r � 1).
Also, if !¤!0 2�0x , then†.!;!0/�Cı=r ; otherwise, using that both ! and !0 intersect
Bn.0; 2/, we would get d.!; !0/ < 10Cı=r . We have seen that ¹R! n Bn.x; r/º!2�0x is
pairwise disjoint, and conclude

ı2�2˛� � jEj �
ˇ̌̌ [
!2�x

R!

ˇ̌̌
�

X
!2�0x

jR! n B
2.x; r/j ' j�xjı2�˛:

This yields the claim.

Lemma 4.4. Fix x0 2 E. Then, for all r 2 Œı; 2�,

j¹x 2 E W x � x0º \ B
2
r j / r˛jEj:

Proof. For each ! 2 �x0 , we know from non-concentration for R! that

jR! \ B
2
r j / ı2�˛r˛:

Hence, using Lemma 4.3,

j¹x 2 E W x � x0º \ B
2
r j / j�x0 jı

2�˛ r˛ � ı2�2˛� r˛ � r˛jEj:

Lemma 4.5. If we define

A WD ¹.x0; x1; x2/ 2 E1 �E
2
W x0 � x1; x0 � x2º;

then jAj ' ı4�4˛C2C2"jE1j ' ı6�6˛C3C2".

Proof. Using Fubini’s theorem, (4.3) and Lemma 4.2, we get

jAj D

Z
E1

j¹x 2 E W x0 � xºj
2 dx0 � ı

4�4˛C2C2"
jE1j ' ı6�6˛C3C2":

In the next lemma we show that E1 cannot be concentrated in a small strip. This is
important because it rules out potential counterexamples of “train track” type, see Figure 1
in [9].
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Lemma 4.6. Let L 2 A.2; 1/ and consider the strip S D L.ı
�1 /, �1 > 0. Then

jE1 \ S j / ı2�2˛��"C�1˛=2:

If �1 � 2
˛
.2"C 2/, then jE1 n S j � jE1j=2 ' ı2�2˛C .

Proof of the lemma. We know that jR! j � ı2�˛ and j�.ı/j � ı2�2˛ . Note that the set

ƒ D ¹! 2 A.2; 1/ W †.!;L/ � ı�1=2; S \ !.2ı/ ¤ ¿º

is contained in a ball (inA.2;1/) of radius� ı�1=2. We deduce from the non-concentration
hypothesis that

j�.ı/ \ƒj / ı2�2˛C�1˛=2:

It follows that ˇ̌
¹! 2 � W †.!;L/ � ı�1=2; S \R! ¤ ¿º

ˇ̌
/ ı�2˛C�1˛=2:

When †.!; L/ � ı�1=2, since S is the ı�1 -neighborhood of the line L, the intersection
S \ R! is contained in a ball of radius � ı�1=2 and hence, applying non-concentration
of R! ,

jS \R! j / ı2�˛C�1˛=2:

Furthermore, j¹! 2 �; †.!;L/ > ı�1=2ºj � j�j � ı�2˛ .
Putting together these facts and the definition of E1 from (4.3), we estimate

jE1 \ S j ı
2�2˛CC"

�

Z
E1\S

j¹x 2 E W x0 � xºj dx0

D j¹.x0; x2/ 2 E1 �E W x0 2 S; x0 � x2ºj �
X
!2�

jS \R! jjR! j

� ı2�˛
� X
!2�; †.!;L/>ı�1=2

jS \R! j C
X

!2�; †.!;L/�ı�1=2

jS \R! j

�
/ ı2�˛.ı�2˛ ı2�˛C�1˛=2 C ı�2˛C�1˛=2 ı2�˛/ � ı4�4˛C�1˛=2:

We conclude that jE1 \ S j / ı2�2˛��"C�1˛=2.
Under the assumption �1 � 2

˛
.2"C 2/, the upper bound for jE1 \ S j is much smaller

than jE1j, so the second claim follows.

We denote the line through x1 and x01 by Lx1;x01 .

Lemma 4.7. If �1 � ˛�1.12 C 8"/ and �2 � ˛�1.4 C 3"/, then there exist y1; y2 2 E
such that jy1 � y2j � ı�2 andˇ̌®

x0 2 E1 W x0 � y1; x0 � y2; x0 … L
.ı�1 /
y1;y2

¯ˇ̌
� ı2�2˛C5C2":
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Proof. We define the sets

A D ¹.x0; x1; x2/ 2 E1 �E �E W x0 � x1; x0 � x2º;

B D
®
.x0; x1; x2/ 2 E1 �E �E W x0 2 L

.ı�1 /
x1;x2

¯
;

C D ¹.x0; x1; x2/ 2 A W jx1 � x2j < ı
�2º:

Recall from Lemma 4.5 that jAj ' ı6�6˛C3C2". By Lemma 4.6, Fubini, and the assump-
tion on �1,

jBj / ı2�2˛��"C�1˛=2 jEj2 / ı6�6˛�3�"C�1˛=2 / ı"jAj;

and hence jBj � jAj=3 if ı is small. Now from Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, Fubini, and the
assumption on �2, we get that

jC j / jE1j jEj2ı�2˛ / ı"jAj;

so jC j � jAj=3 if ı is small. We have seen that

jA n .B [ C/j � jAj=3 ' ı6�6˛C3C2":

We conclude from Fubini and (4.2) that there is .y1; y2/ 2 E2 such that

j¹x0 2 E1 W .x0; y1; y2/ 2 A n .B [ C/j �
jA n .B [ C/j

jE �Ej
' ı2�2˛C5C2":

We fix the points y1, y2 given by the previous lemma for the rest of the proof, and
define the set

(4.5) E2 WD
®
x0 2 E1 W x0 � y1; x0 � y2; x0 … L

.ı�1 /
y1;y2

¯
:

Then, by Lemma 4.7,

(4.6) jE2j ' ı2�2˛C5C2":

Thus if  is small, then E2 is quite dense in E, which says that a large part of E is related
to the fixed pair of well-separated points y1; y2.

Lemma 4.8. X
!2�

jR! \E2j ' ı�˛C"jE2j ' ı2�3˛C6C3":

Proof. Recall the definition of�x0 from (4.4). For every x0 2E2, sinceE2 �E1 we have
that

ı2�2˛CC" � j¹x 2 E W x0 � xºj �
X
x2�x0

jR! j � ı
2�˛
j�x0 j;

so j�x0 j ' ı�˛C". We concludeX
!2�

jR! \E2j D

Z
E2

X
!2�

1R! .x0/ dx0 ' ı�˛C"jE2j:
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Let �3 a small number to be defined later. We want to choose a large set�1 � � such
that:
•

P
!2�1

jR! \E2j is large,

• if ! 2 �1, then ! does not intersect at least one of the balls B2.yi ; ı�3/.

Lemma 4.9. If �3 � �1 C �2 C ", and ! \ B2.yi ; ı�3/ ¤ ¿ for i D 1; 2, then we have
R! \E2 D ¿.

Proof. Let L be the line joining y1 and y2. By hypothesis and elementary geometry one
can see that if ı is small enough,

! � L.4ı
�3��2 /

� L.ı
�3��2�"/

� L.ı
�1 /:

And by construction, we have E2 \ L.ı
�1 / D ¿. So, ! \E2 D ¿.

By the previous Lemma, we can split ¹! 2 � W R! \E2 ¤ ;º as a disjoint union

¹! 2 � W R! \E2 ¤ ;º D �By1 [�By2 [�
0;

where

�Byi WD ¹! 2 � W R! \E2 ¤ ; and ! \ B2.yi ; ı�3/ ¤ ¿º;

�0 WD ¹! 2 � W R! \E2 ¤ ; and ! \
�
B2.y1; ı

�3/ [ B2.y2; ı
�3/
�
D ¿º:

Note that for each of these sets, all the lines in it miss at least one of the two balls
B2.yi ; ı

�3/. Hence, recalling Lemma 4.8 and pigeonholing, we deduce:

Corollary 4.10. If �3 � �1 C �2 C ", there are i 2 ¹1; 2º and �1 � � such that

! \ B2.yi ; ı
�3/ D ¿ for all ! 2 �1;X

!2�1

jR! \E2j ' ı�˛C"jE2j ' ı2�3˛C6C3":

Fix the set �1 provided by Corollary 4.10. We can assume without loss of generality
that for all ! 2 �1, ! \ B2.y1; ı�3/ D ¿, and denote y D y1 from now on.

Lemma 4.11. Let `0 be the horizontal line through y. Assuming that �4 � ˛�1.6 C 5"/,
there is a set E3 � E2 such that E3 \ `

.ı�4 /
0 D ¿,

jE3j � jE2j=2 ' ı2�2˛C5C2";

and X
!2�1

jR! \E3j ' ı�˛C"jE3j ' ı2�3˛C6C3":

Proof. Let E3 D E2 n `
.ı�4 /
0 . The fact that jE3j � jE2j=2 is immediate from Lemma 4.6

and the assumption on �4.
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Recall that we are assuming that all the ! 2 � make an angle � �=4 with the vertical
direction. This implies that the angle between ! 2 �1 and the line `0 is bounded below
by �=4. By the non-concentration assumption for R! , we deduce that

jR! \ `
.ı�4 /
j / ı2�˛C�4˛;

and hence X
!2�1

jR! \ `
.ı�4 /
j / ı2�3˛C�4˛:

It follows from (4.6), Corollary 4.10 and the choice of �4 thatX
!2�1

jR! \ `
.ı�4 /
j / ı" ı�˛C" jE2j;

and this yields the claim.

For simplicity of notation, we translate the coordinate system so that y becomes the
origin 0 2 R2, and hence the line `0 from Lemma 4.11 becomes the x-axis. This does
not change any of our previous estimates, other than the fact that now E3 is no longer
contained in B2.0; 2/, but (together with Lemma 4.11) we still have

(4.7) E3 � B
2.0; 4/ \ ¹.p1; p2/ 2 R2 W jp2j � ı

�4º:

We also recall that (in the new coordinates) each line ! 2 �1 is at distance at least ı�3
from 0 2 R2.

We perform a further dyadic pigeonholing to localize both E3 and �1.

Lemma 4.12. There exist y0 2 Œı�4 ; 2� and b0 2 Œı�3 ; 2� such that, if we define

E 0 D ¹.x; y/ 2 E3 W y 2 Œy0; 2y0�º;

�0 D ¹! D ¹x D ay C bº 2 �1 W b 2 Œb0; 2b0�º;

then X
!2�0

jR! \E
0
j ' ı2�3˛C6C3":

Proof. If !Wx D ay C b, we write aD a.!/, b D b.!/. Fix ! 2�1. Note that ja.!/j � 1
since ! makes an angle� �=4 with the y-axis. Hence jb.!/j � 8, for otherwise the line !
cannot intersect the ball B2.0; 4/, since ja.!/y C b.!/j � jb.!/j � jyj > 4 for jyj � 4.
On the other hand, since ! does not enter the ball B2.0; ı�3/, in particular .b.!/; 0/ …
B2.0; ı�3/. In summary, for ! 2 �1 we have jb.!/j 2 Œı�3 ; 8�. Hence, if we split �1 as

�1 D
[
j

�2;j;� WD
[
j

®
! 2 �1 W b.!/ 2 �Œ2

j ; 2jC1�
¯
;

where � is eitherC or �, there are � 3 log.1=ı/ values of j for which�2;j;� is nonempty
and hence, applying Lemma 4.11, we can fix �0 D �2;j;� such thatX

!2�0

jR! \E3j ' ı2�3˛C6C3":

Now we perform the same argument for the points .x1; x2/ 2 E3; we know that ı�4 �
jx2j � 4 so pigeonholing as before we get the set E 0 � E3 as claimed.
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From now on we work with the sets E 0 and �0 and the parameters y0; b0 provided by
the lemma.

4.4. Projective transformation and application of Bourgain’s projection theorem

Now we will apply a projective transformation sending lines through the origin to vertical
lines and preserving horizontal lines. To make the argument more concrete, we work with
the following real plane map. Recall that `0 denotes the x-axis. Let

(4.8)  W R2 n `0 ! R2; .x; y/ 7!
�x
y
;
1

y

�
:

Lemma 4.13. The map  sends lines to lines. More precisely, if the non-horizontal line !
is given by ¹.x; y/ W x D ay C bº, then  .! n `0/ is given by ¹.x; y/ W x D by C aº n `0.

In particular, if ! 2 �0, then the modulus of the slope of  .!/ lies in Œb�10 =2; b�10 �.

Proof. This is a direct calculation. For the last claim, recall Lemma 4.12.

We will also need to know that the transformation  does not cause too much distor-
tion on the set E 0.

Lemma 4.14. For all p; q 2 B2.0; 4/ with vertical coordinate in Œy0; 2y0� .in particular
for p; q 2 E 0/, it holds that

(a) y�20 jp � qj � j .p/ �  .q/j � 36y
�2
0 jp � qj.

(b) j det. 0.p//j 2 Œy�30 =8; y�30 �.

Proof. These are straightforward calculations.

Corollary 4.15. If R is a 1� 4ı rectangle, then  .R \E 0/ is contained in a rectangle of
size Cy�20 � Cy

�2
0 ı, where C > 0 is absolute. If the central line of R passes through the

origin .when extending it beyond R/, then  .R \ E 0/ is contained in a vertical strip of
width Cy�20 ı.

Proof. By making the rectangle smaller (which only helps our task) we may assume that
y 2 Œy0; 2y0� whenever .x; y/ 2 R. By Lemma 4.14, the long central segment of the rect-
angle is mapped to a segment of length / y�20 , and the segments of length ı between the
extremes of the central segment and the corners of the rectangle are mapped to segments
of length / y�20 ı. With a little of planar geometry, this gives the first claim. The second
claim follows from the first and Lemma 4.13.

The following lemma shows why we wanted to send lines through the origin to vertical
lines: it says that  .E 0/ has a product structure.

Lemma 4.16. Let ı1 D y�20 ı. There exists a ı1-discretized set A � Œ�2C ı; 2 � ı� such
that  .E 0/ � A �R, and

jAj / ı1 � ı
�˛�

� ı1�˛��2�4 :
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Proof. Since every x 2 E 0 � E2 satisfies x � 0, it follows from Lemma 4.3 that E 0 is
contained in the union of / ı�˛� of the sets R! ; ! 2 � containing 0. Note that for each
such ! there is a 1 � 4ı rectangle zR! , whose central line contains 0 and is parallel to !,
such that

R! \E
0
� zR! \ ¹p 2 R2 W jpj � ı�4º:

Hence we can apply Corollary 4.15 to cover  .E 0/ with / ı�˛� vertical strips of
width ı1. Furthermore, if ! has slope 1=a, then so does the central line of zR! , and because
the latter goes through the origin, it gets mapped under  to the line ¹.u; v/ W u D aº by
Lemma 4.13. But jaj � 1 by our standing assumption that all ! make an angle� �=4with
the y-axis, and thus I intersects the interval Œ�1; 1�. This concludes the proof.

The set A will eventually provide the measure � on S1 to which we will apply The-
orem 2.8. However, a priori A does not need to satisfy any decay conditions, so our next
aim is to apply Lemma 2.4 to replace it by a subset A� that does. The next lemma is a first
step towards this.

Lemma 4.17. Let I � Œ�2; 2� be an interval of length ı0 2 Œı; 2�. Then, for any ! 2 �0,

jR! \E
0
\  �1.I �R/j / ı2�˛.ı��3ı0/˛:

Proof. It follows from Lemmas 4.13 and 4.14 that if I has midpoint x0, then `I D
 �1¹x0 �Rº is a line going through the origin, and

 �1.I �R/ \E 0 � `.Cı
0/

I \ B2.0; 4/:

If the strip `.Cı
0/

I does not meet R! , there is nothing to do. Otherwise, since ! is disjoint
fromB2.0; ı�3/, the angle between `I and ! is ' ı�3 , and henceR! \ `

.Cı 0/
I has diameter

/ ı��3ı0. The claim now follows from the non-concentration property of R! .

Lemma 4.18. Suppose �5 � 7 C ˛�3 C 2�4 C 4". Then there exists a .ı; ˛ C  C
2�4; �5/-set A� � A.ı/ such thatX

!2�0

jR! \E
0
\  �1.A� �R/j ' ı2�3˛C6C3":

Proof. Let A�; A�� be the sets provided by Lemma 2.4, applied with n D 1, s D ˛ C

 C 2�4, and �5 in place of �. Note that the lemma is indeed applicable by Lemma 4.16.
Hence A� is a .ı; ˛ C  C 2�4; �5/-set contained in A.ı/, and we only have to verify the
last claim. By Lemma 2.4, the set A�� is a union of A��

ı 0
where ı0 ranges over dyadic

numbers in Œ2ı; 2� and each A��
ı 0

can be covered by

ı�5.ı0/�˛��2�4

intervals of length 2ı0. We deduce from Lemma 4.17 that for every ! 2 �0,

jR! \E
0
\  �1.A��ı 0 �R/j / ı2�˛C�5��3˛ .ı0/��2�4
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and hence, adding up over all dyadic ı0 2 Œ2ı; 2� and all ! 2 �0,X
!2�0

jR! \E
0
\  �1.A�� �R/j / j�0j ı2�˛C�5��3˛��2�4 � ı" ı2�3˛C6C3";

using that j�0j / ı�2˛ and the assumption on �5 in the last inequality.
Recall from Lemma 4.12 that

(4.9)
X
!2�0

jR! \E
0
j ' ı2�3˛C6C3":

Since A � A� [ A�� and E 0 �  �1.A �R/ by Lemma 4.16, the proof is complete.

Now we refine A� further, with the goal of ensuring that each pullback  �1.I � R/
meets a uniformly large number of R! for each ı-interval I in this refinement.

Proposition 4.19. There is a collection J of disjoint ı-intervals such that if I 2 J then
I � A� and

j¹! 2 �0 W R! \E
0
\  �1.I �R/ ¤ ¿ºj � ı�2˛C7C˛�3C2�4C3"

and, moreover,
jJj ' ı�˛C6C˛�3C3":

Proof. Recall that A� is ı-discretized, so we can write A� D [MjD1Ij , where the Ij are
ı-intervals with bounded overlap. Note that M � jA�jı�1. By Lemma 4.18,

MX
jD1

X
!2�0

jR! \E
0
\  �1.Ij �R/j ' ı2�3˛C6C3":

On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 4.17 that, for each fixed j ,X
!2�0

jR! \E
0
\  �1.Ij �R/j / j�0j ı2�˛�3 / ı2�2˛�˛�3 :

A little algebra then shows that there is a set J � ¹1; : : : ;M º with

jJ j '
ı2�3˛C6C3"

ı2�2˛�˛�3
D ı�˛C6C˛�3C3"

such that, for any j 2 J ,X
!2�0

jR! \E
0
\  �1.Ij �R/j '

ı2�3˛C6C3"

M
�

We take J WD ¹Ij W j 2 J º. By passing to a subset of comparable cardinality, we may
assume that the Ij are disjoint. We know from Lemma 4.16 that

jA�j � jA.ı/j / ı1�˛��2�4 ;
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whence M / ı�˛��2�4 , and we deduce that if j 2 J , thenX
!2�0

jR! \E
0
\  �1.Ij �R/j ' ı2�2˛C7C2�4C3":

On the other hand, applying Lemma 4.17 with ı0 D ı, we see that, for each j ,X
!2�0

jR! \E
0
\  �1.Ij �R/j / ı2��3˛j¹! 2 �0 W R! \E

0
\  �1.Ij \R/ ¤ ¿ºj:

Combining the last two displayed equations, we reach the desired conclusion.

We have now constructed the measure � that will feature in the application of Bour-
gain’s projection theorem:

Corollary 4.20. Let J be the collection given by Proposition 4.19, write QA for the union
of the intervals in J, and let Q� be the normalized restriction of Lebesgue measure to QA
.that is, Q� D 1

j QAj
1j QAdx/. Then

Q�.B.x; r// / ı" ı��1r˛ for all x 2 Œ�2; 2�; r 2 Œı; 1�;

where
�1 D 7 C ˛�3 C 2�4 C �5 C 4":

If � is the measure on S1 given by �.X/ D Q�.a W arctan.a/ 2 X/, then the same decay
estimate holds for �.

Proof. The second assertion follows from the first and the fact that arctan is bi-Lipschitz
on Œ�2; 2�. For the first, it follows from Proposition 4.19 that

j QAj ' ı1�˛C6C˛�3C3";

while from Lemma 4.18, non-concentration for A� and the fact that QA � A�, we get

j QA \ B1r j / ı1�˛��2�4��5r˛CC2�4 � ı1�˛��2�4��5r˛:

Combining the last two displayed equations yields the claim.

The next lemma introduces the set F that will feature in our application of The-
orem 2.8. It is nothing but a convenient parametrization of �0.

Lemma 4.21. Given a non-vertical line ! D ¹.x; y/ W y D ax C bº 2 A.2; 1/, denote
h.!/ D .a; b/, and set ' D h ı  . Then the set F D '.�0/ � R2 satisfies

F � B2.0; ı��2/;

Nı.F / � ı
��3ı�2˛;

Nı.F \ B
2
r / � ı

��3r2˛Nı.F /;

where �2 D 2�3 C " and �3 D 6 C 4".
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Proof. Note that '�1 D  ı h�1 by Lemma 4.13. A calculation shows that

(4.10) '�1.v/ D `v WD ¹p 2 R2 W p � v D 1º:

Let A0 � A.2; 1/ be the set of lines that hit B2.0; 4/ and avoid B2.0; ı�3/. We know
that�0 � A0. Note that all lines in A0 are of the form `v . If `v 2 A0, then there is xv 2 `v \
B2.0; 5/, hence 1D xv � v � jxvjjvj � 5jvj. Thus 1=jvj � 5. On the other hand, if `v 2 A0

then, since `v is disjoint from B2.0; 1
2
ı�3/ and v=jvj2 2 `v , we must have 1=jvj � ı�3=2.

By passing to a subset of �0 so that the conclusion of Lemma 4.18 still holds, we may
further assume that if `v; `v0 2�0, then v; v0 make an angle< �=2. Combining these facts
with Lemma 2.5 we deduce that, for some universal C > 0,

(4.11) C�1 �
j'.!/ � '.!0/j

d.!; !0/
� Cı�2�3 for all !;!0 2 �0:

The set �0 has bounded diameter in A.2; 1/. Thus the right-hand side inequality in (4.11)
yields the first claim.

From Lemma 4.12 and the bound jR! j / ı2�˛ , we get j�0j ' ı�2˛C6C3". By (4.11)
and since �0 is ı-separated, F D '.�0/ is .ı=C /-separated. Hence

(4.12) Nı.F / ' jF j D j�0j ' ı�2˛C6C3";

giving the second claim.
Finally, since �0 � � and �.ı/ is a .ı; 2˛/-set, we have

j�0 \ B2r j / ı�2˛r2˛:

Using (4.11) again and the lower bound (4.12), we conclude

Nı.F \ B
2.x; r// � jF \ B2.x; r/j D

ˇ̌
'
�
�0 \ '�1.B2.x; r//

�ˇ̌
�
ˇ̌
�
�
�0 \ B2.'�1.x/; C r

�ˇ̌
/ ı�2˛r2˛ / ı�6�3"Nı.F /r

2˛:

In light of the choice of �3, this concludes the proof.

We can now apply Bourgain’s projection theorem and conclude the proof of The-
orem 1.1.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let � be the number provided by Theorem 2.8 applied with � D ˛
and ˇ D 2˛. In particular, � depends only on ˛.

Let Q�; �; F and �i ; i D 1; 2; 3 be as given in Corollary 4.20 and Lemma 4.21. We
further define

�4 D 7 C ˛�3 C 2�4 C 4":

Since " is arbitrarily small and all the numbers �i can be made small by making  and "
small (in terms of ˛), it follows that there is a number 0 D 0.˛/ > 0 such that �i <
�=4 � " for each i 2 ¹1; 2; 3; 4º provided that  � 0. Under this assumption, we can
apply Theorem 2.8, together with Remark 2.9, to deduce that there is a set D � S1 with
�.G/� 1=2 (in fact even larger, but this is enough for us) such that if e 2D then, whenever

(4.13) Nı.F
0/ � ı�=4Nı.F /;
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we have
Nı.PeF

0/ � ı�˛��=4:

Let…x.a; b/ D ax C b. Recalling the relation between �, Q�, QA from Corollary 4.20, this
implies that if x 2 tan.D/ D ¹tan.e/ W e 2 Dº, then

(4.14) Nı.…xF
0/ ' ı�˛��=4I

in particular, this holds for x in a set of measure � j QAj=2. Recall from Proposition 4.19
that QA is the union of the disjoint ı-intervals 2 J. Hence, for at least half of the intervals I
in J, there is a point xI 2 I such that (4.14) holds for x D xI . Let A0 be the collection of
such points xI . Thus, using the bound on jJj from Proposition 4.19,

(4.15) jA0j �
1

2
jJj ' ı�˛C6C˛�3C3":

We underline that (4.14) holds for all x 2 A0 and for every subset F 0 � F with Nı.F
0/ �

ı�=4Nı.F /. In particular, F 0 may depend on x 2 A0.
Let us now consider the sets

Q! D  ..R! \E
0/.4ı// and Q D  ..E 0/.4ı// D

[
!2�0

Q! :

If we can get a lower bound on Nı.Q/, Lemma 4.14 will give us a lower bound on
j.E 0/.4ı/j and hence on jE.4ı/j � jEj. More precisely, part (b) of Lemma 4.14 yields

jEj ' y30 jQj ' ı3�4 jQj:

Since Q is ı-discretized (this follows from y�20 � 1=4 and (4.14)), we therefore have

(4.16) jEj ' ı2C3�4Nı.Q/:

Recalling the definitions from Lemma 4.21, we note that, for each non-vertical line `,

(4.17) .x0;…x0.h.`/// 2 `:

On the other hand, we know from Proposition 4.19 and our choice of �4 that for each
I 2 J, the strip I �R meets  .R! \E 0/ for at least ı�2˛C�4 values of !. By y�10 � 1=2
and Lemma 4.14, this means that for each x0 2 A0, the vertical line ¹x D x0º meets Q!
for at least ı�2˛C�4 values of !. Let �0.x0/ be the set of all such !, and set

Fx0 D ¹'.!/ W ! 2 �
0.x0/º;

so that jFx0 j ' ı�2˛C�4 . It follows from (4.11) that Fx0 is .ı=C /-separated for some
constant C > 0, and hence

Nı.Fx0/ �
1

C
ı�2˛C�4 �

1

C
ı�4Nı.F /:

Since �4 < �=4 � ", we have shown that (4.14) holds for F 0 D Fx0 ; x0 2 A
0, that is,

(4.18) Nı.…x0Fx0/ ' ı�˛��=4 for all x0 2 A0:
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Now, since R.4ı/! � !.6ı/, for each ! 2 �0.x0/ there is another line !0 parallel to !
and at distance � 6ı from it, such that

 .!0/ \ .¹x0º �R/ \Q ¤ ¿:

Then, since ' D h ı  , we get from (4.17) applied to ` D  .!0/ that

.x0;…x0.'.!
0/// 2 Q for all ! 2 �0.x0/:

It follows from (4.11) and d.!; !0/ � 6ı that

(4.19) .x0;…x0.'.!/// 2 Q
.Cı1�2�3 / for all ! 2 �0.x0/;

where C > 0 is absolute. Since the set A0 is obtained by taking points from ı-separated
intervals, we deduce from (4.15), (4.18) and (4.19) that

Nı

�
Q.Cı1�2�3 /

�
' jA0j min

x02A0
Nı.…x0Fx0/ ' ı�˛C6C˛�3C3"ı�˛��=4:

Since Q.Cı1�2�3 / D QC B2.0; Cı1�2�3/, it follows that

Nı

�
Q.Cı1�2�3 /

�
/ Nı.B

2.0; Cı1�2�3//Nı.Q/ / ı�4�3Nı.Q/:

Combining the last two displayed equations, we get

Nı.Q/ ' ı�2˛��=4C6C.4C˛/�3C3":

Finally, by (4.16), this yields

jEj ' ı2�2˛��=4C6C.4C˛/�3C3�4C3":

If 0 D 0.˛/ is small enough, then whenever  � 0 and " is sufficiently small, we have

(4.20) 6 C .4C ˛/�3 C 3�4 C 3" � �=8:

Thus,
jEj ' ı2�2˛��=8;

so we have gained �=8 in the exponent; this number only depends on ˛, and hence (4.2)
cannot hold if  is smaller than some 0.˛/ (smaller than �=8, and small enough that all
of the �i are < �=4, and that (4.20) holds). This is what we wanted to show.

Remark 4.22. Tracking the values of all the parameters �i and �i (and letting "! 0) we
see that in the end we obtain the condition

0 �
�.˛/

176C 656=˛
;

where �.˛/ is the parameter from Theorem 2.8 applied with ˇ D 2˛ and � D ˛. We have
not tried to optimize this value in any way. Unfortunately, even though � is in principle
computable from the existing proofs, no explicit estimate for it is known, and in any case
it would extremely small.
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A. The ˛C min¹ˇ; ˛º-bound for .˛; ˇ/-Furstenberg sets

Theorem A.1. Let ˛ 2 .0; 1�, ˇ 2 .0; 2n � 2�, and let E � Rn be an .˛; ˇ/-Furstenberg
set. Then dimH.E/ � ˛ Cmin¹ˇ; ˛º.

Proof. We may assume that ˇ � ˛, since an .˛; ˇ/-Furstenberg set contains an .˛; ˛/-
Furstenberg set if ˇ > ˛. We prove that every discretized .ı; ˛; ˇ/-Furstenberg set has
measure ' ın�.˛Cˇ/. By Lemma 3.3, this implies that every .˛; ˇ/-Furstenberg set has
Hausdorff dimension at least ˛ C ˇ D ˛ Cmin.˛; ˇ/, and the statement follows.

Thus, let E � Rn be a discretized .ı; ˛; ˇ/-Furstenberg set. That is, E D [!2�R! �
Bn.0; 2/, where:
• � is ı-separated with j�j ' ı�ˇ , and �.ı/ is a .ı; ˇ/-set in A.n; 1/.
• For each ! 2 �, R! is a .ı; ˛/n-set with jR! j ' ın�˛ contained in !.2ı/.

We use the following standard application of Cauchy–Schwarz.

Lemma A.2. Let T1; : : : ; TN � Rn be measurable sets with finite Lebesgue measure.
Then ˇ̌ N[

jD1

Tj
ˇ̌
�

�PN
jD1 jTj j

�2PN
jD1

PN
iD1 jTi \ Tj j

�

Proof. Apply the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality to the functions
PN
jD1 1Tj and 1SN

jD1 Tj
.

Our goal is to apply Lemma A.2 to ¹R!º!2�. Enumerate�D¹!iºNiD1. SinceN�ı�ˇ

and jR!i j � ı
n�˛ for each i , we have

(A.1)
� NX
iD1

jR!i j
�2
�
�
ın�˛�ˇ

�2
:

Now we give an upper bound on the measure of the pairwise intersections of theR!’s.
We use the following simple lemma about pairwise intersections of neighborhoods of
lines.

Lemma A.3. Let `1; `2 be two distinct lines in Rn. Then

diam.`.2ı/1 \ `
.2ı/
2 \ Bn.0; 2// /

ı

d.`1; `2/
�

Proof. Recall the definition of the metric d on A.n; 1/ from §2.3. We will use the follow-
ing elementary results, see e.g. [8] and [18] for reference.

Lemma A.4. Let `i D hei i C vi , with ei 2 Sn�1, vi 2 e?i .

• There exists a constant C depending only on n such that if `1; `2 2 A.n; 1/ with
jv1 � v2j > †.e1; e2/C Cı, then `.2ı/1 \ `

.2ı/
2 \ Bn.0; 2/ D ¿.

• There exists a constant C 0 depending only on n such that if `1; `2 2 A.n; 1/ with
†.e1; e2/ > ı, then

diam.`.2ı/1 \ `
.2ı/
2 \ Bn.0; 2// �

C 0ı

†.`01; `
0
2/
�
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Let `1; `2 be two lines in Rn with d.`1; `2/ > 0. Using Lemma A.4, the statement
follows if jv1 � v2j > †.e1; e2/ C Cı. Assume now that jv1 � v2j � †.e1; e2/ C Cı.
Now, if †.e1; e2/ � ı then d.`1; `2/ / ı, thus

diam.`.2ı/1 \ `
.2ı/
2 \ Bn.0; 2// / 1 /

ı

d.`1; `2/
�

On the other hand, if †.e1; e2/ > ı, then d.`1; `2/ / †.e1; e2/, and thus by Lemma A.4,
we have

diam.`.2ı/1 \ `
.2ı/
2 \ Bn.0; 2// /

ı

†.e1; e2/
/

ı

d.`1; `2/
�

For any i ¤ j , let i;j denote the distance between the lines !i ; !j ; then i;j � ı
by assumption. Also, since all lines !i intersect Bn.0; 2/, the values of i;j are bounded
above by a constant 2K (for example, K D 3 works). By Lemma A.3, R!i \ R!j is
contained in the intersection of R!i and a ball of radius / ı=i;j . Using that R!i is a
.ı; ˛/n-set, this implies that

jR!i \R!j j / ın�˛i;j for any i ¤ j:

Fixing j and summing up for i we obtain that

NX
iD1

jR!i \R!j j D

log .1=ı/X
kD�K

X
i;j2.2�k ;2�kC1�

jR!i \R!j j /
log .1=ı/X
kD�K

X
i;j2.2�k ;2�kC1�

ın�˛i;j

/
log .1=ı/X
kD�K

j¹i W i;j 2 .2
�k ; 2�kC1�ºj ın 2k˛:

The fact that�.ı/ is a .ı;ˇ/-set in A.n; 1/ easily implies that j¹i W i;j 2 .2�k ; 2�kC1�ºj/
2�kˇ ı�ˇ . Using this, we obtain that

NX
iD1

jR!i \R!j j /
log .1=ı/X
kD�K

ın�ˇ 2k.˛�ˇ/ / ın�ˇ .1=ı/˛�ˇ D ın�˛;

using that ˇ � ˛ and absorbing the log.1=ı/ factor into the / notation. Moreover, since�
is ı-separated and �.ı/ is a .ı; ˇ/-set, we have j�j / ı�ˇ . Using this while summing up
for j , we obtain

(A.2)
NX

i;jD1

jR!i \R!j j / ın�˛�ˇ :

Finally, combining (A.1) and (A.2), we get

jEj D
ˇ̌̌ N[
jD1

R!j

ˇ̌̌
'
.ın�˛�ˇ /2

ın�˛�ˇ
D ın�.˛Cˇ/;

and the proof concludes.
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